
 

 

Great meeting yesterday at the 2nd Clinical Research and  

Clinical Trials Innovation Forum  

Meeting Summary 

 

 

Mr. Vidalis, Lawyer and member of the National Bioethics Board, touched upon GDPR 

considerations when performing remote monitoring. GDPR sets the framework of ensuring that 

certain safety measures are guaranteed when managing data, without distinguishing whether 

it is digital or not. Potential risks of Sensitive Personal Health Data processing may be increased 

in a quantitative manner due to the complexity of many new technologies & dataset involved 

in the Remote SDV of Clinical trials without additional qualitative risks arising. EMA/FDA 

international agreement along with relevant ethical and legal rules and good practices on 

SDV will facilitate the modern aspects of remote monitoring and safeguard data transfer in 

compliance with GDPR. The data owner needs to ensure that risks have been considered and 

been mitigated. Movement of data is feasible under GDPR within the EU and there need to 

be considerations and agreements between countries outside the EU (such as the US, China, 

India, Japan, Canada, Australia etc). Finally, if data from retrospective clinical trials are used, 

we need to have prior general consent that their data will be used in a defined field of 

research, in order to not require re-consenting all patients.   

Prof. Lekakis, Professor of Cardiology, took us through developments in wearables and their 

use in Telemedicine. Electronic devices are often used for cardiology (such as wearable ECG 

devices) and other therapeutic areas, such as diabetes. Patients wear devices that capture 

irregularities in cardiac rhythm, pneumonic artery pressure, lactic acid levels and directly send 

this information to their physician. This form of telemedicine is particularly important in 

geographically distant areas (such as islands and mountains) but can also be an incentive to 

ensure patient participation in clinical trials. Patient safety and sense of security increase as we 

gain ways to manage adverse events outside the hospital and by mitigating their risk. It is 

becoming evident that patient medical history, chart review, education and informed 

consent are study components that can be handled remotely. 

Finally, Ms. Vazeou, Sr. Manager at Amgen, commented that Central Monitoring reviews 

trends and not necessarily validation of data, even though there has been a blend of 

interpretation of what central monitoring consists of: is it data review, is it trend review, does it 

involve data validation? We will have the opportunity to discuss this in depth and also touch 

upon issues of the electronic medical records, their role in clinical research.  

A key player in the SDV application beyond clinical investigators and CRAs and medical 

monitors are Data Privacy Officers in Hospital sites, who are expected to be up breast on 

decentralized clinical trials management EMA guidelines during this time as well as on 

compliant data flow. 



 

 

Summarizing, we are fortunate to be in a day and age that telemedicine and electronic data 

flow allow for decentralized features within clinical research and specifically SDV. As most of 

the participants agree that remote SDV should remain as a possibility, with the use of more 

efficient technology, even after the COVID era, we will be returning with Remote SDV issues 

part II at our next meeting.  

Stay tuned! 

 


